IEEE COMPUTER SOCIETY: Be at the Center of It All

IEEE Computer Society membership puts you at the heart of the technology profession—and helps you grow with it.

Here are 10 reasons why you need to belong.

1. **Training** that sharpens your edge in Cisco, IT security, MS Enterprise, Oracle and more.

2. **Certifications** and exam preparation that set you apart.


4. **Customized solutions** in software and systems, information and communications technology, security and privacy, and computer engineering.

5. **Access** to hundreds of books, 13 technical magazines and 20 research journals.

6. **Deep discounts** on magazines, journals, conferences, symposia and workshops.

7. **Opportunities to get involved** through speaking, publishing and volunteering opportunities.

8. **Scholarships awarded** to computer science and engineering student members each year.

9. **A robust jobs board**, plus videos, articles and presentations to help you land that next opportunity.

10. **300-plus chapters** and more than 25 technical committees keep you connected.

IEEE Computer Society—keeping you ahead of the game. Get involved today.

www.computer.org/membership